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* Game *
  Roguelike platformer game.

  A little girl Lily explores around the dungeon with beating monsters.
  Let's beat the monsters with robot, sword, gun and trained body.

* Synopsis *
  Due to the Great War, human being had to shift their living place

  to the underground towns they have created. However, the underground
  society is now about to self-destruct. The protagonist heads

  to the above-ground world, through the dungeon filled with monsters.

> skill tree
> item: shield, bomb
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Pixel-based animations contained.
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at best it ends up being mixed success of empire TW remake, maybe even least like usual TWs with grand campaigns - and even
whatever game mechanics that are redone will end up full of either messed up behavior or still poor way to compete, effectively
reducing even this little content there is, no sense in most things

as someone summed it up long ago "it's a napoleonic game that has nothing to do with napoleonic warfare"

the only redeeming features are mostly for multiplayer, otherwise AI is possibly even extra stupid, since not much makes sense
there; then you may think maybe that's some finally balanced setting RTS for MP? but it's not even that, english infantry would
be simply far superior to russian, though there are counterweights such as unique artillery, but that may likely not matter at all,
since once again - it's quite poor at being real deal simulator, at least without big deal of mods

campaigns are kind of cheesy, easy, even when it's europe, which is once again about 0 historical accuracy while a lot of stuff is
on rails anyway and setting is very limited, CA hasn't tried to do proper global simulation or have transition to victorian
postnapoleonic era - without that it's like a bad attempt at what someone already did as for grand strategy and \/ or wargame

in short it seems to be a lighthearted casual gaym even by standards of TWs

a ton of that time is AFK, because exactly there ain't nearly as much to do, even europe campaigns kinda laughable and limited
compared to most TW variants

\u0432\u0441\u0435 \u0432\u044b
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u0438
\u0441\u0432\u043e\u0451 \u0432\u0430\u0442\u0435\u0440\u043b\u043e\u043e. was good, but got repetitive about half
way through....stuck it out and beat it. worth to buy on sale. Spend 2.5 million on guns and thugs to protect you, go to the next
spot when "You see a group of guys with baseball bats across the street. You run away only to realize you dropped $1948930
and 140 bricks of cocaine"

10\/10 would drop 140 bricks of cocaine and 2 million dollars while running away from people with baseball bats again.. 
obligatory new sonic game review here we go

For the sake of giving the game a fair review, I'm going to refrain from comparing it to its predecessors and only referencing the
past two games when absolutely necessary. Team Sonic racing is its own thing... despite the fact that it is clearly built upon the
foundation of the previous two Sonic & All-Stars Racing games.

As a kart racing game, it's very much so par for the course. If you've played literally any other game of this genre, you know what
to expect -- items, character stats, track designs, etc. TSR checks every single box in that category.

The mechanics that are unique to Team Sonic Racing stand up above any of the other gimmicks I've experienced in a kart racer.
The teamwork-specific mechanics are spectacular. There's a very, very satisfying feeling of tailgating a Teammate, and using their
slipstream to build up speed by tracing the trail behind them. Yes, it's a mechanic not far off from the one in Sonic Riders, but the
need to cooperate with your team to get the most out of it is way more seamless in its execution and payoff.

Team Sonic Racing, however, seems like it's trying too hard to be a cooperative experience. To the point where it seems like it's
relying on it. A lot of the tasks you're required to do in the main campaign aren't difficult to do solo, but are particularly tedious if
you aren't playing on any difficulty above normal. Additionally, the game grades your performance as a team, not as an
individual, so it's significantly harder to actually get first place on higher difficulty levels.

There's also a lot of padding. An absolutely unhealthy amount of it. And that's TSR's biggest flaw.

A lot of the missions become monotonous after the first three chapters of the game. It was a struggle to bring myself to play for
more than one-hour bursts at a time when sifting through the game's campaign, it was just that boring. I feel like it speaks volumes
when the most I've had with Team Sonic Racing is actually the shorter missions like Eggpawn Destruction and... pretend I
remembered the name of the whatever the targets one was, but that one. And I absolutely adore kart racers, so it astonishes me that
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I don't even like the meat and potatoes of Team Sonic Racing. But that's just because of how little substance the game has.

Is this worth playing by yourself? Probably not. Is this a $40 game? Absolutely not. Personally, this is a game I can only enjoy on a
fundamental level.

I'd also like you to know that it took me every single bit of my willpower not to end this review with "Your mileage may vary".

...oh, god damn it.. A Scottish army marches on its porridge.. Bought it on sale. Worth it.
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Why did I bui this?
Slowest game ever. Takes forever to sink a ship, a real one would sink faster than that!. Honestly, its just not a good game. The
controls don't feel tight and the items are uninspired. Its essentially a really crappy Mario Kart for people who like Formula 1.
The reality is that anyone who is an F1 fan will also cringe at the gameplay found in F1 Race Stars. Children may find a little to
enjoy here thanks to its playful aesthetic, but even they will put down the controller in short time.. To play co-op (pc/tv screen
and vr) it's the best game for it so far!
My gf and me have so much fun with this one!
It's like you are in a real kitchen! doing the same moves you would do normally
This is also fun to play with friend while drinkin a beer.
Deff worth a try if you ask me!
still one of the best vr co-op. Occasionaly there were good jokes.. but mostly this was "oh god.. when will it end?"..
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